Introduction
Welcome to the Rally Hungary which is Round 4 of the European Rally Championship.
COVID-19
The Hungarian Government enacted curfew from 0:00 to 5.00am. This means that all people
has to reach their accomodation until 0:00.
Wearing facemask is mandatory on a sporting event, is indoor and outdoor as well, and the
keeping of at least 1.5m social distance is mandatory as well.
Take care, the police have to check these rules and the government called the police to fine
offenders.
Rally Hungary 2020
Itinerary has changed 3 times.
First in Bulletin No.1. I've modified to times (+10 mins and -10 mins), and in Bulletin No.3.:
All Leg 1 finisher cars must be returned to the Parc Fermé no later than 23:30.
For restarters the basic rules are applying.
The start order – according to Bulletin No.3. - will accord to the current standings of the ERC
Championship and FIA Drivers Priority.
SS1 Rabócsiring
Like last year, we organized this very spectacular part of the event. Crews will start in pairs,
according to the start list. If two cars are running in close proximity when they approach the
common section of the special stage, then I will immediately order a display of red lights and
red flags to these cars who must immediately cease competition and reduce their speed.
Any crew which received a red flag, notional time will be given for them for the stage,
according to the Regulations.
As I wrote in the Bulletin, restart is permitted if a crew failed to complete the stage, but
Competitors who cannot complete the stage by their fault (technical, or else), will get a
notional time corresponding to the worst time in their group + 5 minutes - instead of 10
minutes described in Art. 54.2.1 of RRSR.
Normal stages
Accoring to the earlier events this year, the time cards management will be contactless,
there will be no physical contact between Crews or Control Officials.
For Hungarian marshalls this will be the first time doing this, I trained them, but please be
patient through these procedures.
On retirement please immediately contact the CRO. Her phone number is: +36 70 736 6846.
Crews must follow Art. 53. of RRSR if an incident happens on a special stage. Please read it,
there's nothing more important than your health.
The anti cut items on public roads will be the same as you found on the forestry roads, we
won't use logs.
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As we described earlier, only on the forestry roads were placed the signs physically, on the
public parts you had to follow the paintings and the roadbook. Pay attention, all items will
accord to the roadbook during the race!
SS2/6 Újhuta- Bózsva, SS 5/9 Mád- Disznókő
There are two chicanes on SS2/6 (9,55 km, 11,50 km), and on SS5/9 (9,08 km) there is a
corner with a short muddy part. We are waiting fot the weather tomorrow and decide of
them.
SS 13 Nyíregyháza SSS
The procedure will be the same as last year, crews have to drive 3 laps. All faults, completing
the stage ((missing doughnut, cutting the track, making fewer circles, and else) will be
reported to the Stewards.
The Digital Noticeboard is the SPORTITY app, the password is RallyHungary2020.
Download and use it please to get notified from documents fast.
In case of hearing, the contact with the competitor will be done by ZOOM.US. The
competitor does not need to move to the steward's room and can stay in his place in the
service park
In the case that the ZOOM meeting would not be possible, the competitor representative will
be allowed to go to the steward's room. Only one competitor representative, plus an eventual
crew member if required by the case will be allowed in the steward's room.
For all ERC competitors, please confirm At Team Managers Meeting that you duly installed
ZOOM.US on the computer of your designated team representative.
For non ERC teams, please confirm this ZOOM installation by e-mail to the CoC
(miklos.lovay@rallyhungary.com)
Competitors are reminded that the present situation will not affect the work of stewards
who will fulfill their duties without restriction according to art. 11.8 of ISC.
Thanks for your attention, take care, and enjoy the Rally Hungary 2020!
Miklos LOVAY
Clerk of the Course
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